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RNAiDB and PhenoBlast:
Functional Genomics
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Determine the function of every gene found in the Genome

RNA interference Phenotype

RNA interference (RNAi) experiment

C. elegans is a relative simple and validated model systems 

~100,000,000 bases   ~17,800 distinct genes - all sequenced

1 mm   - 959 somatic cells  - 2-3 weeks life span - clear body

Function is Multifaceted
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RNA interference Phenotype

Gene Regulation
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Communications

Result: Function of a gene in a Pathway

Different functions in : System, Cells and Stages of Development

RNA interference (RNAi)
The insertion of dsRNA to deplete gene function(s)
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The Challenge
• Standardization and archiving of experimental RNAi data

• Distributing and mining of genomic, RNAi and phenotypic data

Phenotypic data
• Complex information
• Traditional in Free text format 
• Stages in development
• Structured vocabulary needed

RNA interference experimental details
• Sequence: primers & vectors
• Gene mappings: one or multiple targets
• Insertion methods
• Other lab procedures

The Database

RNAiDB
RNAi experiment 

Phenotypic summary

Experimental details

RNAi to gene mapping

Raw data links

Searches and 
Datamining

Expression Patterns

Genomic Databases 
*Curated*  

WormBase e.a

Protein Structure 
and Function

Images and Movies

• Cross validation 
• False positive 
• False negative
• Variability 

•Object oriented database engine AceDB (same as WormBase)

•Web Acces via AcePerl and BioPerl on a Linux system

RNAi Experiment RNAi Experiment II
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RNAi to Gene mapping

Structured vocabulary

Sorted in Development Stage

First study on RNAi from ovary-
enriched genes => Early Emb (78)

Huge amount of combinations

Trained observers

RNAi Phenotypic data

Structured vocabulary

Sorted in Development Stage

First study on RNAi from ovary-
enriched genes => Early Emb (78)

Huge amount of combinations

Training observers

Examples of phenotypes in the early embryo: Searching
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Phenoblast

Genes affected by RNAi that give a similar Phenotype 

often are components of the same pathway

Design of new experiments   

problem: to much information: Gene, RNAi method, Phenotype

RNAi experiment Phenotype          RNAi experiments with

or GeneID Phenotype Similarity Score

Phenoblast

Future 
Expanding the database

• Online lab notebook
• direct input of new data
• reproducible experiments
• computer assisted phenotype scoring
• quick comparisons and validation

• More phenotypic definitions
• post embryonic stages
• more descriptors: Images (stained) and Movies

• New mining tools

Conclusions 
Theirs and Mine

• Relative easy to search and good functional links internal and 
to other databases => no direct link with expression data

• Starting point for defining key proteins in complex pathways, 
development and pathology  => drugs targeting

• Insight in proteins that maybe involved in the same pathway   
=> links to biochemical and proteomics data needed

• Model database for functional genomic projects in other 
organism => much more complex

• No links to pathways, systems and other proteins                
=> virtual cell or virtual nematode
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Mike Tyers & Matthias Mann    Nature    march 2003   422 193-197

Functional Genomics and Proteomics
RNAi-mediated gene silencing in mammals

Figure 1 | RNAi-mediated gene 
silencing in mammals. The processing 
of long dsRNAs, hairpin microRNAs
(miRNAs) or plasmid-synthesized short 
hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) by Dicer (an RNAse
III family member) leads to the formation 
of small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) — 21–
23-nucleotide (nt) RNA duplexes with 
symmetric 2–3-nt 3' overhangs and 5'-
phosphate groups. Exogenously provided 
synthetic siRNAs are converted into active 
functional siRNAs by an endogenous
kinase that provides 5'-phosphate groups 
in the presence of adenosine triphosphate
(ATP). siRNAs associate with cellular 
proteins to form an RNA-induced silencing 
complex (RISC), which contains a helicase
that unwinds the duplex siRNA in an ATP-
dependent reaction. In an ideal situation 
the antisense strand guides RISC to the 
target mRNA for endonucleolytic cleavage. 
In theory, each of the siRNA strands can 
be incorporated into RISC and direct RNA 
interference (RNAi). The antisense strand 
of an siRNA can direct the cleavage of a 
corresponding sense RNA target, whereas 
the sense strand of an siRNA can direct 
the cleavage of an antisense target. An 
RNA with a perfect match to a target
mRNA behaves like an siRNA and results 
in mRNA degradation, whereas an RNA 
with a partial match functions as an
miRNA and causes translational
repression. Interestingly, recent data 
show that miRNAs can induce the 
degradation of fully complementary mRNA
targets24. ORF, open reading frame.

Nature Reviews Genetics 5; 355-365 (2004); doi:10.1038/nrg1323
IMPROVING THE EFFICIENCY OF RNA INTERFERENCE IN MAMMALS

Result: Function of a gene in a Pathway
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